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ABSTRACT
The article relates to the seizure of bank accounts, its legal bases, submission of collection order and its importance in accordance with the criminal proceedings of the Republic of Georgia. Property right is the human right acknowledged and protected under the constitution. “Property right is eternal and supreme human value. Universally recognized basic right is a cornerstone of democratic society, social and legal state. Property is essential basis of human life.” Property right relates to human freedom as exactly under property right is stipulated human existence and proprietary bases of activity that itself has influence on establishment of independent life of human and its management. Thus, each state is obliged to provide environment enabling use of property right. It is negative obligation of state to abstain from such activity stipulating intervention in property right, though under positive obligation the state has to establish such a legal system that will facilitate provision and protection of fair balance between members of society. “Property right is not only elementary basis of human existence but provides its freedom, adequate realization of person’s ability and opportunities, leading the life with personal responsibility. This stipulates private initiatives of individual in the field of economics that facilitates development of economic relations, free entrepreneurship and market economy and normal and stable civil circulation”. Social bonding theory is established in legal literature. “Judiciary will not be indifferent to social burden of property as exactly here is exposed the task subject to execution by property, its place, role and importance. That is why social and legal state require both freedom of private property and necessity of its limitation for public purposes.”

Itself essence of seizure is interpreted as follows – interim measure prohibiting defendant to alienate seized property.

The word “seizure” semantically means prohibition, suppression and warning.

Consideration of seizure in terms of the method of etymological study leads us to Europe, where it entered in old England in 1275-1325 and even in the same period in France that was loanword from Latin. Since
the 18th century seizure is considered in the monuments of Georgian law. The topic of this article is seizure of bank accounts and submission of collection order.
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**RESUMEN**

El artículo se refiere al embargo de cuentas bancarias, sus bases legales, la presentación de la orden de cobro y su importancia de acuerdo con los procedimientos penales de la República de Georgia.

El derecho de propiedad es un derecho humano reconocido y protegido por la Constitución. "El derecho de propiedad es un valor humano eterno y supremo. El derecho básico universalmente reconocido es la piedra angular de la sociedad democrática y del Estado social y jurídico. La propiedad es la base esencial de la vida humana".

El derecho de propiedad se relaciona con la libertad humana, ya que el derecho de propiedad estipula exactamente la existencia humana y las bases de propiedad de la actividad que tiene influencia en el establecimiento de la vida independiente del ser humano y su gestión. Por lo tanto, cada Estado está obligado a proporcionar un entorno que permita el uso del derecho de propiedad. El Estado tiene la obligación negativa de abstenerse de intervenir en el derecho de propiedad, aunque tiene la obligación positiva de establecer un sistema legal que facilite la provisión y protección de un equilibrio justo entre los miembros de la sociedad.

"El derecho de propiedad no es sólo la base elemental de la existencia humana, sino que proporciona su libertad, la realización adecuada de la capacidad y las oportunidades de la persona, llevando la vida con responsabilidad personal. Esto estipula las iniciativas privadas del individuo en el campo de la economía que facilita el desarrollo de las relaciones económicas, la libre iniciativa empresarial y la economía de mercado y la circulación civil normal y estable ".

La teoría de la vinculación social está establecida en la literatura jurídica. "El poder judicial no será indiferente a la carga social de la propiedad, ya que aquí se expone exactamente la tarea sujeta a la ejecución de la propiedad, su lugar, su papel y su importancia. Por ello, el estado social y jurídico exige tanto la libertad de la propiedad privada como la necesidad de su limitación para fines públicos".

La esencia misma de la incautación se interpreta de la siguiente manera: medida provisional que prohíbe al demandado enajenar la propiedad incautada.

La palabra "incautación" significa semánticamente prohibición, supresión y advertencia.

La consideración de la incautación en términos del método de estudio etimológico nos lleva a Europa, donde entró en la antigua Inglaterra en 1275-1325 e incluso en el mismo período en Francia que fue loanword del latín. Desde el siglo XVIII la incautación se considera en los monumentos de la ley georgiana. El tema de este artículo es la incautación de cuentas bancarias y la presentación de la orden de cobro.
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**1 INTRODUCTION**

“It is impossible to have personal and political freedom in modern democratic state without economic freedom that principally is expressed by the freedom of private property.”

---

1 INTRODUCTION

“Actual constitutional and legal enforcement of property right is common for all states aiming establishment of human freedom and progress.”

It is impossible to have personal and political freedom in modern democratic state without economic freedom that principally is expressed by the freedom of private property.
Property right as the natural and one of the fundamental rights is constitutionally acknowledged and enforced right.13

In accordance with the constitutional and legal standpoint ”property right first of all means subjective and public protection right against state intervention. Guarantee of property with this regard protects property with its specific expression, from separate entity for the enforcement of the latter with the right of personal protection from any unjustifiable intervention.”14

Property right is very important for the freedom of individual: “property right is not only elementary basis of human existence, but it provides its freedom, adequate realization of its skill and potentials, direction of life under personal responsibility.”15 Property right is protected even under international legal standards.16

Pursuant to this article is acknowledged human right on peaceful use of personal property; based on its contents together with the right on possession and use of property under property right is also considered the right of its free disposal that is traditional and fundamental aspect of property right. Property right is such a natural right without that is impossible to have democratic society. Property right is not only elementary basis of human existence, but it provides its freedom, adequate realization of its skill and potentials, direction of life under personal responsibility.”17 Economic power of democratic, legal and social state is exactly based on the respect and protection of property right”18

Property right as fundamental human right is acknowledged, guaranteed and consolidated under supreme law – Constitution of Georgia. In accordance with the first paragraph, Article 19 of the constitution, “property and heritage right is acknowledged and enforced”. The term – “property is acknowledged and enforced” means protection of legitimate property. There is an assumption that the word “acknowledged” applied in the constitution means guarantee of property inviolability and not its protection, but the word “enforced” means regulation of property right under private law.19 Issue of the protection of property right is expressed by state in various legal fields and their respective provisions.

2 OBJECTIVE AND BASIS OF PROPERTY SEIZURE

Institute of seizure is ascribed to civil law institute as its essence considers limitation and prohibition of property use. If pursuant to the civil legislation the seizure considers the measure of injunctive relief for the compensation of damage, in this event objective of seizure in criminal procedure is enforcement of possible court verdict.
In the criminal procedure seizure is the measure of criminal procedural enforcement. In legal
document as the measures of lawful procedural enforcement are considered some measures duly meeting
their obligations by the participants of process and prevention of justice on the stages of criminal
prosecution or/and court hearing. Procedural enforcement system becomes active when the person
participating in the process does not voluntarily fulfil his/her obligation and it is taken into account by
law. At the same time the purpose of procedural enforcement is both obtaining evidence and convicted
person’s conduct enforcement.

There are frequently found many such cases in criminal process, when the item, article and
value/asset is both object of seizure and evidence.

Property subject to seizure is regulated under the standards of international law, such as: movable
and immovable property, material and nonmaterial evidences and documents indicating or stating right
or interest of person on property obtained as a result of offence. Total or partly equivalent of such
property, instrument or item of crime, or evidence both on organized offence and such cases alike:
computer crime, murder, trafficking, taking hostage, racism, robbery, falsification of a document,
trafficking of vehicles, illegal circulation of works of art and antiques and others.20

In criminal procedure seizure of property differs from the institute of seizure of property as the
measure of injunctive relief aiming compensation of damage pursuant to the civil legislation. Despite
the fact that in both cases proprietor's property right is limited, preconditions, objectives and basis of
property seizure are substantially different.21 “The basis of seizure may not be the only fact of material
damaging caused due to wrongful act, as pursuant to the Criminal Procedure Code of Georgia are not
acknowledged civil legal requirements in criminal proceeding. And accordingly, is not considered
seizure for the compensation of damage.”22

Purpose of seizure is to execute possible court verdict. The verdict is not applied for the
compensation of damage to affected persons, though it may even practically provoke aforesaid.

In accordance with the active Criminal Procedure Code, chapter 17 – other procedural activities,
name Article 151 is reflected objective and basis of property seizure, specifically, the first part, Article
151 of Criminal Procedure Code of Georgia is formulated so: “in order to have carried out criminal
coercive measure, possible forfeiture of property the court may under the basis of party’s solicitation
seizure property of convicted person, or the property of the person materially responsible for its activity
or/and the person related to it, including bankaccounts, if there are data that the property will be hidden or
spent or/and property is obtained through criminal activity. If there are data that the property is obtained
through criminal activity, though it cannot be found out, in this event the court is entitled to seize
the property with equal value of this property. In the event of existence of some conditions referred in
this part, if accused person is official, prosecutor is obliged to solicit to court on the property of official, among them about seizure of bank account, also termination of fulfilment of obligations undertaken based on agreement in the name of state by official or fulfilment of other activities of injunctive relief.

In accordance with the first part of above mentioned article, purpose of seizure is possible confiscation of property, so only that property is to be seized that forfeiture is possible in the future. Purpose of property seizure is: 1. meeting conditions of bail applied as a measure of restraint, 2. maintenance of evidence - when there is a peril of hiding or spending property, 3. obtaining evidence, 4. possible forfeiture of property. At the same time pursuant to the active criminal legislation is considered essential existence of those circumstances and application of seizure is legal, if there are following circumstances:

1. By all means solicitation of party for the forfeiture of property about its seizure, among them
2. on bank accounts.

Herein is agreed that, property may be seized and it is legal if we have following conditions:

1. If property is subject or instrument of crime; 2. item subject to crime, also legally obtained property may be seized, when there is a peril of the use of property through crime; 3. On property obtained through crime: - a) when property is obtained through crime; b) when property is obtained through corruption; c) obtained through racketeering activity; d) property belongs to the member of criminal society; e) proprietor is convict for the legalization of illegal incomes that will be followed by gaining especially great income; f) income, or property with equal value was gained from above mentioned property through any ways.23 There are some cases, when upon commitment of crime by convicted person being abroad, his/her property is to be seized, when citizen of Georgia is convict for such crime that is subject to forfeiture for illegal or/and unproven property in accordance with the civil legislation. In such circumstances prosecutor has a right to appeal against forfeiture of illegal property from convict and its assignment to state within 10 years term after entrance into force of court judgment passed by Criminal Case Chamber at Supreme Court.24

If there are even one of the aforesaid cases, party may require seizure. Also it is essential to have reasonable doubt stating:

1. That the property will be used, or/and hidden,
2. Or/and property is obtained through crime.

Reasonable doubt/standard of hiding or/and use of property approved for the solicitation about seizure is to be related only to the subject or/and instrument of crime, item aimed for the commitment of
crime, property obtained through crime.

Seizure may be imposed to convict, materially responsible person, or/and property related to aforesaid person. In order to have imposed seizure it is essential for the person to be accused of that crime at the moment of solicitation to court that is the reason of seizure and to have the status of convicted person at the time of seizure.

Property of convicted person will be seized in following cases:

a. if it is possible to forfeit property, b. for the bail of convicted person.

Accused person’s property may be seized if this property is not with the accused person – it is delivered to specialized institution for the storage/money and securities, valuables.

Also, if accused person does not own property, it may be seized in the event of import of great amount of bonded or smuggled goods through the vehicle. In such case driver is not an owner of imported goods.

Goods will be seized and firstly will be established owner of property, then its relation with the crime. When official is accused, prosecutor is obliged to solicit to court: a. about seizure official’s property/bank accounts; b. if official has concluded agreement in the name of state and has undertaken obligations, about suspension of such activity or injunctive relief.

If person undertaking responsibility on accused person’s action, whose property is to be seized, in such case materially responsible person’s property will be seized for the activity of accused person.

Property related to accused person will be seized if there is a reasonable doubt that the property is obtained as a result of crime committed by accused person and formally recorded to the person related to accused. In accordance with the civil legislation is determined the circle of persons related to accused. The person related to accused may be both his/her family member and partner and etc.

Pursuant to the Civil Procedure Code is interpreted as to who is the related person. “Person who under the basis of legal documentation owns property and there is a grounded doubt that it is obtained through racketeering activity or purchased by racketeer, official, member of criminal authority, trafficker, person accused for the promotion of illegal drugs’ distribution or person accused for crime determined under Article 194 of criminal code or/and 333 prima article or/and uses property, it is managed by racketeer, official, member of criminal authority, trafficker, person accused for the promotion of illegal drugs’ distribution or person accused for crime determined under Article 194 of criminal code or/and 333 prima article.”

So, “property registered in the name of related person is to be directly related to the commitment
of crime.”  

“If there is no accused person in the case, neither materially responsible person or/and its related person will exist, accordingly property will not also be seized.”

Article 151, part 2 of Criminal Procedure Code of Georgia is thus formulated:

“2. Seizure of property determined under this code will be also applied upon preparation of one of the crimes or other especially grave crime determined pursuant to Articles 323, 330 and 3311 of Criminal Code of Georgia, also for their restraint, if there are sufficient data stating that this property will be used for the commitment of crime.”

Under the basis of this part of article, property may be seized even if criminal prosecution is not launched to certain person, though there are data that this property will be used for the commitment of crime at the moment of preparation of especially grave crime.

In accordance with Article 151, part 3 of Criminal Code of Georgia is interpreted following:

3. Court may also seize property if there are sufficient data that it is the property of the member of corruptive, racketeering, “criminal authority”/”thief in law”, or accused person determined under subparagraph “c”, part 3, Article 194 of Criminal Code of Georgia or/and crime is committed with regards to this property or/and it is obtained though the crime. Pursuant to its analysis is concluded that it is necessary to state that this property belongs to the member of corruptive, racketeering, criminal authority/thief in law, or/and it is obtained through crime or crime is committed with regards to this property. So, in according with this part it is not necessary for the accused person to be owner of this property, it is essential to have reasonable doubt that the property is obtained through crime, or crime is committed with regards to the property.

If person is not accused and criminal prosecution is not launched, it is not allowed to seize property stating that it may be used for the commitment of crime, or/and in order to continue criminal activity.

If we consider analysis of Article 151, part 3 of Criminal Procedure Code of Georgia, it will be also demonstrated: “seizure may be imposed for: 1. Property obtained through crime, 2. Property subject to confiscation; 3. Property determined for the commitment of especially grave crime – preparation or suppression of crime; 4. Corruptive property; 5. Property of the member of criminal society; 6. Property of person accused for especially great amount of money laundering; 7. Property for that is committed crime.

3 SPECIFIC FEATURE OF SEIZURE BANK ACCOUNTS
At the time of seizure of bank account, person’s right is limited on management funds existed or registered on his/her bank account. Though, if seizure is applied on determined amount, in this event is limited person’s right on management funds existed on his/her bank account within the scope of seizure. The rest funds may be manages according to personal will.

In aforesaid case it takes place in order not to face peril in the future for the decision making (at the time of seizure of bank account it will not be possible to leave anything from the ownership of defendant).

So, upon application of aforesaid measure, as specific means of interim measure there is to be exactly stated legally advisability of its selection by court”.

Herein is to be noted that above mentioned prohibition (seizure of property) relates not only to defendant, but even to those third persons, who own this property. In accordance with this law are not violated rights of the third persons, as here is not mentioned their property. Though, here may be emphasized that seizure should not be obstructive for the use of this property, if it is not precondition of property destruction, or it does not change its market.

a) Physical entity;

Article 198, part 2, subparagraph a) of Criminal Code of Georgia relates even to the seizure of securities and funds that belongs to defendant and is with him/her or other person. In current civilized world money is core object of civil relation, as debtor mostly pays to creditor for any fee. That is why, seizure of funds as injunctive relief may be vital for defendant in order to face damage that will be uncompensated and unchanged till fulfilment of obligation or end of judicial proceeding.

In accordance with above mentioned issue, Article 198, part 2, subparagraph a) of Criminal Code of Georgia relates even to the seizure of securities and funds that belongs to defendant and is with him/her or other person.

Based on the allocation of funds on bank account for determined term, agreement of money transfer by contractual parties, parties conclude agreement with the bank, who may take loan for the benefit of aforesaid that is to be fulfilled based on the term, at the same time or in parts. That is why, it is essential to determine as to how strict will be for the defendant, e.g. freezing of bank account and how much damage does it face due to such action, when it has undertaken contractual obligations and the only means of the fulfilment of obligations is banking settlement of accounts. So, taking aforesaid measure is not advisable especially in cases, when we have such a relation, when parties have unsecured civil relations under that they have undertaken above mentioned risks of legal relation from the very
beginning.30

a) Legal entity;

Seizure of personal account of legal entity may lead creditor to such legal condition, when under provisional measures as a result of delay of entrepreneur’s entrepreneurial activity, debtor may not be able to fulfill obligations undertaken before creditor both under personal will and by applying some measures determined in accordance with Law of Georgia on Enforcement Proceedings. Though, it does not mean that if it is impossible to apply procedural security, it is prohibited to seize account of legal entity. Nevertheless, it is to be interpreted that seizure of the account of legal entity may lead to deplorable condition of insolvency. So, when we see expression of free will, it is impossible to apply such provisional measure. Free will should consider the fact stating that in the given case the basis of requirement will be contractual and not delict, meaning that only he/she should decide whether to have unsecured legal relation or not.31 Prohibition of any action to defendant; based on the essence of injunctive relief, limited right under the measures of relief is to be adequate to the amount of suit. It is not allowed to inconsequentially and illegally limit defendant’s right under injunctive relief and thus, parties may not be in unequal conditions.32

In accordance with USA Federal Civil Procedure Law, Article 65 is established the standard on obtaining preliminary prohibitive measure of application, though it is noteworthy that the party satisfying these preconditions, before the application of certain measures by court, should meet even those criteria that have close relation with some means considered for future use. And certain criteria should be sought in federal precedent law. Exactly pursuant to certain federal laws are legally consolidated measures to be taken by various federal district and its scope.33

 Though herein is to be noted that testimonies of witnesses essential under federal law are to be complete and not convincing. And this is the result of increase of leading efficient procedure by judge.34

 Provisional measures should not be transformed as a mechanism of party’s punishment and it should serve to the cases exactly determined under the law.35 In accordance with the active criminal procedure legislation, when accused person is an official – it is essential:

1. To have seized entire his/her property, including seizure of his/her bank accounts, also
2. Seizure of his/her bank accounts, 3. If funds are determined for the commitment of such a grave crime alike: terrorism, trafficking, extremism and others.

Seizure of bank account limits the right of entity on administration funds existed and registered
on his/her bank accounts within the scope of seizure. At the same time he/she may administer other funds not related to seizure. Specific account of concrete person may be seized. All accounts registered on the person may be simultaneously seized. Card, current, currency, deposit. Also funds registered to him/her in bank safes

Besides the fact that seizure of bank account, or property that is kept in the bank or other credit organization limits property right, at the same time relates to other more important rights by taking appropriate measures. Pursuant to the Law of Georgia on Activities of Commercial Banks, credit organizations and banks warrant their clients on maintenance bank secrecy with regards to client’s bank accounts, operations and funds/securities. Bank secrecy is independent object of law. It is a type of confidential information that covers information on the operations, accounts, securities/funds of their clients.

Also under the basis of administration of active legislation, banks and credit and financial organizations have personal data of clients. Above mentioned object of law is protected with the same means alike rights of persons/clients.

Considering the fact that the majority of operations of funds are obtained through crime, by applying banking system in the international documents participating countries have imposed obligation on taking legislative measures allowing courts or/and other competent authorities to accept or/and seize banking, financial and commercial documents.

Upon seizure are discontinued banking operations. Also, at the time of seizure of money and securities there are discontinued financial operations within the scope of that amount as the amount of seized money or securities.

Account holder is limited and may not spend money from bank account as entire bank account is seized and not only amount existed on the account at the moment of seizure. Also person may not spend amount allocated after the seizure. As we know seizure is time limited and these conditions are active throughout entire approved term. Client may have provided information related to the seizure of account only through the bank.

Essential condition for the seizure of bank accounts is to have provided well-grounded relation to property subject to the seizure to the crime under the investigation.

In practice is allowed and the bank account of the third person may be seized, if the origin

In accordance with the active Criminal Procedure Code of Georgia is determined possibility of the change of the type of property subject to seizure. If proprietor has other property the person may present proof of actual existence of alternative property and its cost.

Such an alternative is not considered, when accused person is official and it is obligatory to have
seized his/her bank account.

If accused person is official both his/her entire property and bank accounts are subject to seizure.

4 RULE OF SEIZURE OF PROPERTY

“It is discretionary right of prosecutor to require seizure property that may be applied based on factual circumstances of case and depends on the peril of property damage/devastation/consumption and statement of felonious nature of property.

If accused person is official in this case prosecutor is obliged and not entitled to require seizure of accused person’s property, also to require termination of fulfilment of obligation undertaken under the agreement concluded in the name of state by accused person or other measures of injunctive relief”.

Prosecutor addressed to court in accordance with the place of investigation under grounded solicitation about seizure, to that is also added information essential for its consideration. Information includes: 1. Information about property subject to seizure and copy of identifying document of proprietor about proprietor, 2. Evidences about existence of property subject to seizure.

When bank account is subject of seizure, in this case information about holding bank account by person is to be included to petition.38

This information should be grounded stating that certain person has an account in particular bank at the moment of seizure. In practice there are cases when court does not meet solicitation stating that it is not well-grounded, if account of person in particular bank is not Judge discontinues submitted solicitation with essential information, after it is received within no later than forty eight hours without oral hearing. Judge has a right to consider such a solicitation with the participation of the author of solicitation. Absence of the author of solicitation is the basis of leaving solicitation without consideration.

Court judgment about leaving solicitation without consideration is not subject to appeal. In practice upon urgent necessity there is often arisen issue, when property is to be seized. If there is a grounded supposition that the property will be concealed or destroyed, in this case prosecutor has a right to pass a grounded decree about seizure of property. In this case prosecutor has a right to pass a grounded decree about seizure of property. Prosecutor is obliged to notify within 12 hours after the enforcement of a decree for the seizure of property (if the expiration of that period falls during non-working hours, within not later than an hour after that period expires), the prosecutor shall inform the court of the seizure of property according to the place of investigation, or the court under the jurisdiction of which the procedural action has been carried out, and shall file a motion requesting the examination of the lawfulness of the seizure, and submit to the court the criminal case materials or their copies that prove the necessity of carrying out the investigative action. Not later than 24 hours after receiving the materials, the court shall
decide the motion without an oral hearing. The court may review the motion with the participation of the prosecutor and of the person against whom the procedural action has been carried out.

Court is obliged to state in its ruling the amount of property subject to seizure. It inspects urgent necessity, also lawfulness of the process of seizure. If urgent necessity is not established during the process of seizure, but is evident felonious nature of property subject to seizure, in this event the court is obliged to consider illegal the seizure of property. Based on this circumstance the court does not have restricted right on later or simultaneous consideration and making ruling on the seizure of the same property. Pursuant to Article 156 of Criminal Procedure Code, the ruling on property seizure may be appealed by the prosecutor, the accused and/or a person whose material rights have been violated as a result of that ruling, as well as by their lawyers. The court ruling on seizure of property shall be handed over to the person authorized to appeal within forty-eight hours after the ruling is issued. Court ruling may be appealed only within the above-mentioned timeframe at investigation panel of the court of appeal. The time limit for appealing a ruling shall commence from the moment of submission of

4 PROCEDURE FOR ENFORCING A RULING/DECREE ON SEIZURE OF PROPERTY

Ruling on seizure of property in Georgia is enforced under the basis of Law of Georgia “on Enforcement Proceedings”.

First of all money and securities will be seized.

1. A party shall submit a court ruling and in the case of urgent necessity, a decree of a prosecutor on the seizure of property, to the person who keeps the property, and request the delivery of the property. If that request is denied or there is reliable information that the entire property has not been delivered, a search shall be conducted in accordance with this Code.

2. When seizing property, it shall be determined what items and valuables are to be seized within the limits of the amount indicated in the ruling (decree).40

3. If a bank account is seized, the person’s right to administer the funds available on or transferred to his/her bank account shall be restricted. If only a certain amount is seized, the person’s right to administer the funds available on or transferred to his/her account shall be restricted within the limits of the seizure. If property has been acquired or increased with the resources obtained in a criminal way, the entire property or its major part may be seized. Seizure shall apply to the property (including that of a legal person and its subsidiary companies) of the accused, his/her family member, close relative, related person and/or of a racketeering group, regardless of the share of the accused in that property, provided that there is sufficient evidence to believe that the property or its part has been obtained as a
result of racketeering. Investigator/prosecutor submits ruling/decree to banking institution about seizure of bank account and makes a protocol of seizure by the participation of person seizing property.

5 PROTOCOL ON SEIZURE OF BANK ACCOUNTS

Seizure of bank accounts is recorded in appropriate protocol. Upon seizure of bank account after rendering ruling/decree the investigator/prosecutor will submit document/court ruling on seizure, or in urgent necessity decree of prosecutor on seizure of property to banking institution and will make a protocol of seizure by the participation of person seizing property after that account holder will not be able to access to funds on the account, including neither that amount deposited on account after the seizure. Banking institution will notify account holder about seizure.

If property has been acquired or increased with the resources obtained in a criminal way, the entire property or its major part may be seized. Seizure shall apply to the property (including that of a legal person and its subsidiary companies) of the accused, his/her family member, close relative, related person and/or of a racketeering group, regardless of the share of the accused in that property, provided that there is sufficient evidence to believe that the property or its part has been obtained as a result of racketeering.

6 CONCLUSION

Based on presented study we may conclude that seizure of bank accounts is too widespread and established institution in Criminal Proceedings of Georgia. As we see its existence is stipulated by that compulsory circumstance under that bank accounts may be seized immediately as required by law.

Purpose of this article is to have emphasized following issues besides consideration of above mentioned institution:

1. It would be right if the essence of property right limitation is determined under the law.

   The term “property right limitation” would be more exactly defined.

2. Also response on author’s consideration about bank secret.
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